
Visualization/Imagery:  Aries Full Moon 

Keynote: “I come forth and from the plane of mind, I rule.” 

Background:  The Labor of Hercules in Aries is the entrance into the first gate or 

task of the world disciple.  This labor is symbolized in the capture of the man-

eating mares.  The herd of war horse brood mares devastates the land as they 
give birth to destructive thoughts that proliferate and perpetuate on the mental 

plane.  Hence, the necessity of disciples, whose thoughts are potent, to avoid 

divisive or critical thoughts. 

Opposite of the dark brood mares are the Pegasus(Greek) and the Unicorn(Indus 

and Europe civilizations).  Both are white which symbolizes purity and 

illumination.  The unicorn has the body of a horse and the cloven hooves of the 

ram/lamb.  In an earlier age the lamb was slain in sacrifice.  

In the impending future, the Savior comes forth.  This will occur when Humanity 

in massed appeal to the Lords of Liberation call for them to send the Rider forth.  

The massed appeal has three qualities and correspnding energy centers—

(1)when the thinkers of the world have  focused intent(Will/Shamballa), (2)when 
the Rider is reached by those whose hearts are touched(Love/Hierarchy), (3) 
those who stand with these two groups with massed intent(Light/Humanity). 
These three centers of our planet’s spiritual energies will then be in alignment 
and rapport.   Thus the importance of this spiritual festival of the Aries full moon.

(EH pg. 274)

Aries is the sign of the new biological year, spring, seeds of the Plant Kingdom 

germinate and the Animal Kingdom bears their young.  New life commences.  

The symbol of Aries, the ram’s horns, has two opposing horizontal branches 

which descend and join together in a common vertical base.  As new life descends 

into form, it is interesting to note the similarity of the human female reproductive 

system.  The fallopian tubes that produce the ovum join and descend into uterus 

bearing the genetic imprint for new life.  The ovulation cycle approximates the 

monthly lunar cycle as well.   
A misinterpretation of religion is that the fallen angels having rebelled in heaven.  
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]]]]A misinterpretation of religion is that of fallen angels having rebelled in 

heaven. Rather than being cast out of heaven or revolting, they descended into 

form in order to fulfill the destiny of our planetary role in the cyclic life of the solar 

system.  Animal-man then began the long journey to become fully Human Sons of 
God.  It was an act of sacrifice as any mother who gives birth to a new life form 

can attest. 



Rather than being cast out of heaven or revolting, they descended into form in 
order to fulfill the destiny of our planetary role in the cyclic life of our solar 
system.  Animal-man began the long journey to become fully Human Sons of God.  
It was an act of sacrifice as any mother who gives birth to a new life form can 
attest.  Spirit assumes form in matter:  involution.  Then, in the long journey of

ascension, matter is raised up and expresses its spiritual essence: evolution. 

The rising of spirit is the re-birth or resurrection.  The emerging trend of observing 

physical death as a “Celebration of Life” is a forerunner of the new world religion.  

The focus of Christianity on crucifixion/death will be but a footnote to the 

glorious process of resurrection/ascension.  Physical death is a release from 

matter of the lower planes.  Death is not to be feared as perpetual sleep, but 

rather a release from confines, and an awakening.

Even the most orthodox of Christian denominations set the Easter celebration to 

be observed on the Sunday following the full moon of Aries. 

Visualization:   You, the soul in incarnation, began this round experiencing your 

world through the five senses.  Sound waves, light rays, pressure, taste, and 

essence through scents are registered and organized in your brain.  The 

experiences of your world, along with the emotional aspects of caregivers in your 

dependent life came to be interpreted as pleasant or painful, thus emerged your

emotional self. 

With repeated patterns of daily life, you learned the meaning and qualities of 

these experiences as your mind developed.  The sequencing of events in your life 

gave you memory as well as anticipation.  As time and meaning were organized 

and recorded, your mental aspect began to emerge. 

As you turned on the search light of your mind, you had ever greater awareness 

of your world.  Your consciousness expanded and horizons broadened.  You 

began to choose and discriminate in finding your way forward along the Path. 

Your life became dual—selfishness found its opposite in altruism, hate to love,

darkness to light, agony/ecstasy, and separation/unity; all presented the choices

of treading the way between the duality of the opposites. 

In restlessness the search begins to integrate and unify.  In order to calm the 

waters of the emotional life, you apply principles of strength and serenity.  In 

order to bring the constant sensory brain impulses to stability, the mind begins 

abstraction into higher planes.  The soul, especially through meditation, now has   



a fit instrument for expression.  The higher self, the soul, is expressed in your 
mental, emotional, and physical vehicles.  Soul, mind, brain alignment—

Impression of spiritual qualities stream forth from soul to higher abstract mind 

and, hence, into the brain. (microcosm)  

Sun, earth, moon alignment—Light and warmth stream forth from the Sun in 

solar/soular rays, Earth/mind is lighted, moon/body reflects the light of the Sun/

Soul. (macrocosm)   As above, so below.

Daily, you receive the Light of the Soul by turning the mind to the Soul in 

meditation deep.  The lower self revolves in orbit around the Soul at the center.  

“Coming forth on the plane of mind, you rule.”  In ruling the lower self, you are 

lifted up.  You are imbued with Light on your Path, you light the Path for others 
and you do your part to prepare for the reappearance of the World Savior.   




